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RCE’s 87th Charter night March 29 2022
President’s message – 29th March 2022
Our Charter night was not only a night to celebrate our 87 th birthday at the
beautiful Royal Victorian Motor Yacht club in Williamstown, it was also a
day to recognise a selection of members from among many who have gone
above and beyond the call of duty and deserved to be recognised.
Royce Abbey awards background
The Royce Abbey Award programme was established by this club in 2004
to ensure the growth of the Royce & Jean Abbey Endowed Fund and the
future success of the Royce and Jean Abbey Vocational Scholarship.
By presenting a Royce Abbey Award we:
 Recognise a member demonstrating Enthusiasm and Commitment to the
ideals of Rotary
 Contribute $1,000 to support the Royce and Jean Abbey Vocational
Scholarship programme and
 Recognise the contribution made by Royce Abbey to this club, to Rotary and to the local,
national and international communities.
The criteria for this award is Enthusiasm and commitment shown by a member
Richard Lawrence
A former President of this club who has not only shown enthusiasm & commitment but
found safe & innovative ways to fund and help the deserving in Myanmar, which due to the
political situation in the country became very difficult to complete projects started by our
club. The determination to succeed in helping the children in an orphanage in Myanmar is to
be admired.
He has also managed to send medical equipment for much needed hospitals in Myanmar
obviously preventing deaths due to the COVID pandemic in that country.
For your enthusiasm & commitment I call upon Richard Lawrence to receive this award
Michael Portelli
To a person who is a quiet achiever with great ideas and a strong vision, who has shown
enthusiasm & commitment in a great project he initiated to recognise 100 years of Rotary.
He was able to carry out 100 Bee hives for 100 years of Rotary and reach this goal by his
dedication and single minded effort to complete this project.
He was a founding member of the Bee Keepers club and its first President
He has also introduced a number of members to our club
For your enthusiasm & commitment I call upon Michael Portelli to receive this award
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Andrew Panjkov
To another quiet achiever who I have observed has strength of character and determination.
He has helped in the 100 Bees project as well as the Kangan excellence awards, National
Youth Science Forum, Rotary Youth Leadership, District 9800 Year 11- 12 Scholarship.
He is an active member of the Environmental & Sustainability Rotary Action Group – (ESRAG)
He also recommended and introduced speakers to our club meetings.
For your enthusiasm & commitment I call upon Andrew Panjkov to receive this award
Paul Harris Presentation
Paul Harris was the founder of Rotary. A Paul Harris Recognition acknowledges a US$1,000
contribution made by a club to The Rotary Foundation, in furtherance of The Rotary
Foundation’s humanitarian and educational objectives.
In Australia, to receive a Paul Harris Recognition is also an Award to a person who has
demonstrated a shared purpose with these objectives.
Maria Kouppas – PHF +2 Sapphire
A Past President and a member who has been on many committees and always willing to
help, has a great sense of humour and an extremely capable person who can take on any
role and do it exceptionally well.
She has been a great help to Past Presidents as well as to me, her wisdom and balanced
views has helped me a great deal.
She is a person you would want to have by your side in any job you undertake, her
willingness to help and her great people skills are well known in the club.
I have great pleasure in presenting this award a PHF +2 Sapphire to Maria Kouppas
Michael Mahoney – PHF +2 Sapphire
To a senior member who over the years has contributed to the Rotary Club of Essendon in
many ways. In this year alone he contributed $1,500 to the Youth Committee Projects and
another $5,000 to the club to be used in any project.
His contributions span many years and I must mention that during the Pandemic lockdown
last financial year he contributed hand sanitisers to front line workers with members of our
club.
He is always willing to help when requested in spite of the fact that he runs a busy business
and travels overseas.
It is important to also mention that he helped a young member of this club to get a start in
life by providing him with work in his business
I have great pleasure in presenting this award a PHF +2 Sapphire to Michael Mahoney
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Stephen Roe – PHF+4 Sapphire
To a member who was also a Past President and Secretary of our club and done an
exceptional job.
His attention to detail and balanced views and his very professional manner has impressed
all of us in the club. During the time I have known him he has always helped and supported
the incumbent President and his team.
Any Board must have an excellent Secretary to function well, and Stephen Roe has carried
out this role par excellence.
Stephen has always been willing to take a phone call provide a balanced view when needed
I have great pleasure in presenting this award a PHF + 4 Sapphire to Stephen Roe
John Odgers – PHF +1 Sapphire
To a long standing member who took on the role of club bulletin editor and has performed
very well in that role now for over two years.
He is also a willing member at any function where manpower is needed to assist.
I have found John open to suggestions and improvements to the bulletin, his friendly nature
and easy going ways belies a strong personality that we have been able to harness to the
benefit of the club.
I have great pleasure in presenting this award a PHF + 1 Sapphire to John Odgers
A Big Thank you
A big thank you to all those who made this night memorable, especially – Lisa Lowcock,
Maria Kouppas, Kunal Mutreja, Stephen Chandler, Stephen Roe, Nola Spicer, Peter Baker and
many others.
Thought for the day
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MC Maria Kouppas welcomed President Sunil to the stage.
Sunil offered an acknowledgement to the traditional owners of the land, along with other
relevant groups on this special occasion.
Next, President Sunil played the song ‘I am Australian’ sung in an Aboriginal language, as well
as in English and Italian, sung by the Australian Italian tenor Paul Ettore Tabone.
Among a number of guests, DG Dale Hoy and ADG Anthony Laycock were welcomed by
President Sunil.
DG Hoy led the toast to both Rotary International (RI) and the RC of Essendon (RCE). DG Hoy
acknowledged the substantial amount of work that the RCE in conjunction with RI has done
over a long period of time.
Maria with her welfare hat on advised that Lino Airo-Farulla has just had some serious surgery
on his back and will remain in hospital for several days as part of a pain management protocol.
MC Maria then sketched out the meaning of a club charter and specifically when and how RCE
attained its Charter. RCE was formed out of a meeting sponsored by the Essendon City Council
and attended by several prominent local men along with representatives of the Melbourne
Rotary Club’s Extension Committee.
A provisional meeting was then held of 13 February 1935. Essendon soon became the first
suburban club in Australia, having gained admission in March 1935. The Rotary Club of
Melbourne would become the first capital city club to sponsor a metropolitan Rotary Club.
Rotary founder and international President, Paul Harris, attended a club meeting in March
1935.
Our club’s Rotary Charter was presented on 25 May 1935 in the supper room of the Essendon
Town Hall.
One of the many contributions to RCE that have been made by Norm Mollica and his brother
Maurice was the organising and running of a clay pigeon shooting event. MC Maria noted that
this was a very successful club fund raiser with over $1,100 raised.
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Norm Mollica and Michelle Trudgeon were asked to cut our eighty seventh club birthday day
cake, which they did with aplomb, under the gentle guidance of President Sunil. The
traditional happy birthday song was enjoined.

Club awards presentations
President Sunil’s message has covered the seven wards that were presented on this eighty
seventh Charter Night
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Guest speaker: Anthony Murphy on emergency response practices and
protocols
Master of Ceremonies Maria Kouppas introduced Anthony Murphy who is responsible for the
Melbourne Fire Brigade emergency response and management policies.
The aim of his talk was to provide an
overview of the Emergency
Management arrangements that
operate in Victorian and Australian
bushfires as a model to demonstrate
the operation of the emergency
management system.
Anthony also noted how relevant to
current conditions are Dorothea
Mackellar’s words: ‘I love a sunburnt
country, a land of sweeping plains, of
ragged mountain ranges, of droughts
and flooding rains.
Australia has been subject to major fires in 1938, 1963, 2009 and 2019/20. The most recent
of these major fires has resulted in estimated losses of $110 billion, with over 180 million
hectares of land destroyed.
Even more destructive and costly Anthony comments are the 2021/22 South East Queensland
and NSW massive and on-going floods that have resulted in over 163,000 insurance claims.
The total cost of these fires has been put at $2453 billion.
The next section of Anthony’s talk was an outline of an operating model for Emergency
Management.
Under the Australian Constitution, the direct responsibility for natural emergencies lies with
State and Territorial governments. The Commonwealth Government can only support the
states and territories when invited by it or them to do so. The Commonwealth however does
play a direct role when issues of national significance and consequence occur.
At the macro-level, Victoria is divided into eight regions and 79 municipal levels for managing
emergencies.
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Local governments are thus actively involved in planning for and responding to emergencies.
Anthony informed that our Moonee Valley City Council (MVCC) updated its Principal
Emergency Management Plan in August 2020.
Most interestingly, Anthony advised that the biggest potential health risk specified in the
updated MVCC Emergency Management Plan is heat.
Anthony next commented on the increasing use and importance of systems and technologies
to enhance our understanding of the causes of natural disasters/ emergencies and to enable
more accurate predictions and forecasts. In other words, ‘we don’t wait for emergencies to
happen — we use science to understand and predict them’.
Relevant and timely communication is also vital. There is a legislated responsibility for
warning the public. Community information and warnings are essential planks of an effective
emergency management process.
The ABC plays a pivotal role given for example its 99% coverage of the Australian population
through its radio network. Additionally, educational programs and community involvement
and self-assistance are essential components of an efficient and effective Emergency
Management program.
Anthony’s final comments are two. Firstly, that is important that governments step up to help
with recovery and assistance efforts. Second, he observed that Rotary clubs and similar
organisations ca apply their cognitive ability to help out.
After an interesting question and answer session Maria Kouppas and President Sunil both
thanked Anthony for his most interesting and informative speech. Anthony was presented
with several gifts, and a certificate of appreciation.
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MOONEE VALLEY FOUNDATION
The Moonee Valley Foundation Inc (MVF) awards grants to help young adults in the City of
Moonee Valley achieve excellence in personal endeavours that will ultimately benefit
themselves and our community.
The principal grants program aims to help young, talented adults achieve their dreams and
excel in a vocational or academic pursuit, such as music, sport, science and the arts.
MVF also presents encouragement awards to school students who have demonstrated
resilience, perseverance, and consideration of others, often ahead of their own needs.

Formed in 1986 as a Scholarship Trust, with help from the local community and the City
Council to celebrate 125 years of local government, MVF has continued its strong community
focus and support for young adults in their pursuit of excellence. Philanthropic donations and
council backing ensure the ongoing success of this strong community initiative,

FURTHER INFORMATION
Further information for application dates is available from our website:
www.mooneevalleyfoundation.org.au or by contacting:
Sue Duras - 0438 318 615 or Sue Millman- 0413 273 379
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Upcoming Events
 Hosier Lane Youth Project’s visit
April 6 2022
6.30 PM Hosier Lane, Melbourne


Division 9800 Conference
April 22-24
Albury



International Rotary Convention
27-31 May 2023
Melbourne

Invitation to joint club dinner at 2022District 9800 Conference
Hi Sunil,
At the moment I am organising a club dinner for the Keilor East Rotary Club following the
conference welcome function in Albury and would like to invite you and any of your members
who wish to join us.
I have made a tentative booking at the Downtown Pizzeria restaurant at 472 Dean Street for
7.15 pm. It has good reviews and also offers plenty of choices apart from pizzas. The cocktail
function commences at 5.00pm at the Entertainment Centre and the restaurant is an easy
500 metres away.
Please let me know within the next few days if you are able to join us and your numbers.
Kind regards,
Bob McMartin
On-to-Conference Chair
Rotary Club of Keilor East
0421671868
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Networker 2021-22 Issue No.12 - Serve to Change Lives
Rotary Foundation, Rotary Essendon and Vinnies ensuring dignity for all
An Essendon Rotarian has family members who
are active volunteers with Vinnies. Through her
ongoing communication with Vinnies’ staff, she
identified an urgent need for food and clothing to
support the homeless, those on low incomes, and
those living in government housing.
The COVID19 pandemic has resulted in an
increased demand for the services provided by
Vinnies and many support organisations. Rotary
Essendon members sought to make a difference to
those in the community who were presented with
daily challenges and had limited or no access to nutritional food and warm clothing.
Organisations such as Vinnies work tirelessly to provide support for those in need. This
support gives families and individuals the opportunity to live with some dignity and selfworth.
The St Vincent de Paul Society’s (“Vinnies”)
members and volunteers provide practical support,
advocacy and friendship to the most vulnerable in
our community. The Society aspires to be
recognised as a caring Catholic charity offering ‘a
hand up’ to people in need. They do this by
respecting their dignity, sharing hope, and
encouraging them to take control of their own
destiny. The Society’s work is carried out by
members and volunteers and is supported by a
small number of professional staff. When a
donation is made to a specific special project,
Vinnies ensures that it goes directly to the chosen cause. The Society prides itself on
ensuring all funds donated are used specifically for what they are intended.
After identifying the need, Rotary Essendon applied for a Rotary Foundation District Local
grant for $2,500 which was matched by the Club’s contribution of $2,500 making a total of
$5,000 which provided nutritional food items to the value of $3,000 and warm clothing to
the value of $2,000 for those living in government housing and those experiencing
homelessness.
Rotary Essendon was able to source clothing such as hats, gloves, socks, and also
sleeping bags for the homeless by taking advantage of store specials from Woolworths
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and Kmart which enabled the purchase of additional items with the available funds.
Thanks to the generosity of Roger Priestly from Boundys IGA, Essendon, the Grant also
funded the purchase of basic food items to the value of $3,000.
Together with staff and volunteers from Vinnies, several members from Rotary Essendon
participated in the packing of items and organising the distribution of items. Two members
also spent an evening with the Vinnies staff and volunteers meeting clients and distributing
much-needed food and clothing items.
By partnering with a community organisation such
as Vinnies, The Rotary Foundation, District 9800
and Rotary Essendon provided an example
of Rotary Caring for the Community and reinforced
the Foundation’s mission of Doing Good In The
World. Rotarians witnessed the passion and
commitment demonstrated by the staff and
volunteers at Vinnies and saw how their efforts
made a difference to the lives of many people and
felt the gratitude expressed by the clients who can
continue to maintain dignity.

.
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Fellow Rotarians
It has been a 30 year wait since the last RI Convention was held in our home town
Melbourne! So why not celebrate and use this opportunity for you personally or your Club to
be part of the 2023 Convention.
Some say that you have not completed your Rotary journey until you attend an International
Convention and see the true global nature and spread of Rotary. Sitting in Rod Laver Arena
with Rotarians and partners from around the world for the Plenary Sessions is just one part of
the experience. Once you move into the House of Friendship you get closer to the purpose
and action; start having one to one discussions; you see just how diverse Rotary is.
The Melbourne Host Organising Committee (HOC) is offering you a third dimension to this
experience by getting personally involved with Home and Club Hosting opportunities at a
more intimate level. It might be having 4-8 international &/or interstate visitors in your
home for dinner, or your Club arranging a special event for a busload, or two, enjoying a
special event and meal that you design.
Convention delegates will commence their registration process for Melbourne HOC events as
soon as the Houston Convention opens in early June, either registering onsite or online. The
HOC is now calling for Round 2 expressions of interest both for events with a likely close off
date of 30 April 2022. Beyond this date the HOC cannot guarantee any further places will be
available. We know that every year these events are booked out very quickly so don’t miss
out; register your expression of interest ASAP. We will ask you during May 2022 to confirm
your offer.
For more information please refer to the attached information. Smaller Clubs may like to join
with another Club to boost the number of visitors being hosted and also engage a wider
audience of Melbourne Rotarians.
Regards
Mary
Mary Barry
Melbourne Host Organising Committee (HOC) Chair
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Help yourself and help our Club by banking with
Strathmore Community Bank. Take out a loan,
term deposit or open a bank account and the club
will receive up to $500. Drop into the branch at
337 Napier Street, Strathmore or call
Manager David Porter on 9374-2607 for details
Thank you to !!!
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